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Nepal is a small country with striking wonderful tourist attractions located in the southern part of
Asia interlocked in between Tibet and India. It is one of the most fascinated and interesting country
with vibrant rich culture and heritage. It contains eight of the worldâ€™s ten highest peaks including
Mount Everest which is considered to be the tallest peak in the world is perfected set on this
amazing tourist fascinating hill station. This country is one of the best sought out site for adventure
thrills of exploring magnificent intricate crafts and diverse vibrant culture pulsating in it couple with
its spectacular scenery that attracts millions of holiday escapers and many other fun seekers.

Some of the top attractive outstanding tourist places in Nepal are given below:

Kathmandu

It is one of the most attractive site of Nepal and the main capital city of the country. It is one of the
most interest places which experience the most massive migration from different parts of the world.
Kathmandu is the most famous city among the three royal cities of Nepal that is Bhaktapur,
Kathmandu and Patan which are well fame for its rich ancient historical pride and glory. It is the
most fascinating site which had been transformed from the worst irritating atmosphere to the most
attractive tourist fascinating sites of the country. Nepal Tour Package offers many vibrant and
exclusive spots to relish its attractions.

Bhaktapur

It is also a popular tourist destination which is listed among the royal cities of Nepal. It is one of the
richest and independent cities located in the remote area with peaceful environment and the most
tourist accessible sites found linking almost all the major trade routes from different sites mostly of
the foreign countries and is one of the interesting self supporting cities of Nepal. The city is also
characterized for its significant customs and traditions practicing in it. It is also well known as the city
of believers for its utmost religious culture. Among the Nepal holiday package attractions, it is also
marked to be one of the best hang out sites for the holiday exciters.

Pokhara

It is also one of the best sites for leisure basking site in the cool serene scenery on the foothills of
Nepal. It is a wonderful tourist site situated at the base of the foothills 200 km west of Kathmandu
and is considered to be one of the best adventure sites representing trekkers the gateway to the
Himalayas. The town is the third largest town of the country filled with clusters of luxurious site like
hotels, restaurants and shopping complexes. It is an ideal site for holiday escapers and excursion
site.

Nepal adventure tours are meant for nature lovers to experience and explore the real beauty of
nature and the various art and creativity of man. Nepal has many significant buildings and temples
which are quite unique and symbolizes the ancient art of man. Thought small in size it is a nature
gifted land endowed with mind blowing sceneries meant for humanity to admire and relax in its
heavenly ambiance. Come and experience Nepal and exhilarate your holiday by its rolling tour trips.
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Hariom Arya - About Author:
Hariom Arya is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tourism related topics. He has authored
many books on tour guide for a Nepal Holiday Package and a Nepal Adventure Tours.Find more
packages at a http://www.nepaltourpackage.com/.
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